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What is Information?

Information = minimum number of bits needed to encode all possible 

meanings of a given message, assuming all messages equally likely

What would be the minimum message to encode the days of the week field in a  

database? This is a type of compression!



Information Theory (in the Classical Sense)

Model of innate information content of a thing, 

e.g., documents, images, messages, DNA

Information

– That which reduces uncertainty

Entropy

– A measure of information content

– Conditional entropy 

• Information content based on a context or 

other information

Information theory provides us with:

– Formal limitations on what can be: compressed, 

communicated, represented

– Information content can depend on probability of events 

& not just on number of  outcomes

– Uncertainty = lack of knowledge about an outcome

Claude Shannon – founded information theory 
in 1948, also founded both digital computer & 
digital circuit theory in 1937
- 21-year-old master's student at MIT, wrote a 

thesis demonstrating that electrical application 

of Boolean algebra could construct / resolve any 

logical, numerical relationship = most important 

master's thesis of all time

- Coined the term “bit”



• Entropy = average amount of information produced by a  
probabilistic stochastic source of data

• Example = a fair coin toss
• If 10 tails in a row, we would be quite surprised (high entropy)

• High entropy = something to be learned (this coin might be biased?)

• Low entropy = what you expected, happened! 
(equal number of heads & tails)

Entropy: The Big Idea

A Note on Units:
Natural logarithms → nats 
log2() → bits







History of Entropy: Thermodynamics 

to Information Theory



Masters of Entropy







Kullback Leibler (KL) Divergence: Some Nice Formulae

Gaussian KLD:

Bernoulli KLD:

𝑝 ~ 𝑁(𝜇1, 𝜎1)

q ~ 𝑁(𝜇2, 𝜎2)



• Measures the  
correlation of two 
random variables!



QUESTIONS?

Deep questions?!

Deep robots!
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Claude Shannon 1948

Shannon defined information in a way not previously used

Shannon noted that information content can depend on the  

probability of the events, not just on the number of  

outcomes.

Uncertainty is the lack of knowledge about an outcome.  

Entropy is a measure of that uncertainty (or randomness)

– in information

– in a system



Fundamental Questions Addressed by

Information Theory

What is the ultimate data compression for an information source?

How much data can be sent reliably over a noisy communications channel?

How accurately can we represent an object (e.g. image, etc.) as a function of the

number of bits used.

Good feature selection for data mining and machine learning
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